ASOCIACIÓN DE AMIGOS DEL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
De L’HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT
Tel. 933326748
www.peregrinoslh.com
aacslh@gmail.com

PER A LCREDENCIAL
Name and Surname .......................................................................................................................
Adress ..........................................................................................................................................
Zip Code....................................Population...................................Country...........................
D.N.I. or Passport............................................
From date of the pilgrimage ......................................................
The place of beginning of the pilgrimage ......................................................
BY FOOT

IN BICYCLE

ON HORSEBACK

IN WHEEL CHAIR

Only if one wants to receive information related to the association to annotate
Email ( CAPITAL LETTERS ) ............................................
The Credential és only for the pilgrims by foot, bicycle or on horseback that want to do the
peregrination with Christian sense, which is not only in disinterested attitude. THE ASSOCIATION
IS GRATEFUL FOR YOUR DONATION FOR THE CREDENTIAL.
The Credential does not generate rights to the pilgrim. Your purposes are: (a) allows the access to the
lodgings that offer the Christian hospitality of the way i (b) allows to obtain Compost Her in the Cathedral of
Santiago, that és the certification of having fulfilled the peregrination.
Compostela there is granted only who the peregrination does with Christian sense i alone to which they come up
to the tomb of the Apostle there being the crossed one, as minimum, the last 100 kilometres afoot( by foot) or the
last 200 kilometres in bicycle.

NORMATIVA DELS REFUGIS
The refuges are housings that diverse institutions and individuals put to the service of the pilgrims who go by
foot, in bicycle or on horseback and that possess the Credential of pilgrim. Depending on the available seats , in
some refuges priority is given to the pilgrims by foot.
Not they all have the same comforts and the pilgrims will have to accept agradecidamente what offers
him, bearing in mind that is a fruit disinterested in many persons in favour of the wayfarers.
Every refuge has diverse procedure of use and have to follow the indications of the persons in charge of
the refuges.
They are not accepted reserve previous and the available seats deal as the pilgrims are coming.
The groups of pilgrims who take car of support have to look for alternative reception to the refuges so that they do
not occupy the seats of the lodgings to the detriment of the individual pilgrims who have to take all the baggage it
raises. The refuges only can utilitzarse one day, except I marry of disease and previous consultation the person in
charge.
By night, from the hour indicated in every refuge, normally among10 i 11, it will not be possible accede to the refuge
i will have to be kept silently so as to respect the rest of other pilgrims.
It is necessary to endure with education, helping to keep the facilities clean and to treat them carefully thinking about
the pilgrims that they will come the following day.
Many of the refuges do not have any official subsidy for your free maintenance and any sound because of it the
donation of the pilgrim is asked for your maintenance.
The signatory declares under your responsibility that he is a connoisseur of the attached regulation of use of the
Credential and of the refuges and promises to fulfill it.
On ________________________________, ______ of _______________________ of 2019.
Signature:

